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Introduction 

Follow this Advanced Marketing Ideas booklet to ensure the success of your 

NannyPod Sitter & Nanny business.  

 

As you know, NannyPod has a special formula that if carefully followed will help 

you develop a local service that will last for decades and provide you with 

consistent clients! There are no shortage of marketing methods, but picking and 

using the right ones, and doing it correctly is critical. Without marketing, a 

terrible thing happens… nothing! You must market your brand, your sitters and 

your service constantly around your local area.  
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A business is like a small plant that needs watering. If you don’t water it (market 

it!), it will die… so get on out there, don’t be shy, grab an espresso and hand out 

some cool NannyPod flyers! Tell absolutely everyone about your NannyPod sitter 

service on a regular basis. 

 

We know our Advanced Marketing Ideas work because we tested them when 

NannyPod first started, so get reading and go get ‘em!! 
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Advanced Marketing Idea #1 - Create Specific Promotion Coupon Codes 
Marketing 101 says that each promotion you do should have a different new code 

so that you can measure it’s success. Just let us know if you need a Coupon Code 

by email to info@nannypod.com (1 month in advance notice required!) 

 

For example, if you have a local event at which you are exhibiting, then it’s 

important that we create a new specific coupon code for that particular event. 

 

 

 

 

Here are some real life examples we used: 

 

Event Name: Boone Hall Oyster Roast 2018 

Coupon Code: BHOR2018 

Discount: $10 OFF Sitters 

 

Event Name: Charleston Wine & Food 2018 

Coupon Code: CHSW&F2018 

Discount: $20 OFF Infant Night Nurse Care 
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Event Name: Charleston Fashion Week 

Coupon Code: ChasFashShow20 

Discount: 25% OFF Annual Membership 

 

*Our favorite coupon codes are ones that are the same as the text in a Twitter 

handle! 

 

Twitter Handle: @ChasFashShow 

Hashtag: #CHSFW10 

Coupon Code: ChasFashShow2018 

 

Tip: When you run a coupon like this, don’t forget to type in the @ChasFashShow 

and @NannyPod handle and even the hashtag #CHSFW10 in all of your social 

posts which will help it get reposted / shared and seen!! Adjust it accordingly to 

your event, obviously! 
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Advanced Marketing Idea #2 - Follow Local Key Players & Firms 

You are the local, so you know who to follow and who has a strong presence in 

your area. Heck, you need to leverage their fame!! Get on your social accounts and 

start looking up all the local big firms, key people of influence, colleges, gyms, 

barre studios, pilates studios, yoga studios, event planners, hotels, restaurants, 

bars, you name it..!  

 

It’s important that these locals see your name, see the NannyPod brand and that 

you support them. Occasionally, you can tag them in posts to get a little love and 

attention for you and NannyPod, but don’t over do it.  
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Advanced Marketing Idea #3 - Get Involved Locally 
Spend your first year going to every single expo, event, festival, party, 

networking event that you can!! Measure the success of each event and write 

down the ones you missed for next year that you feel are worth attending. 

 

Tip: Don’t forget that a lot of the time you can just hang around outside and give 

out flyers nearby, or attend as a guest. Meet as many people as you can and 

exchange business cards. Remind people to follow you to get discounts on 

NannyPod! 

 

*Using the NannyPod brand gives you an immediate advantage as it is already well 

recognized by families!  
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Advanced Marketing Idea #4 - Videos Trump Pictures, Pictures Trump 

Words 

A picture is worth a 1000 words, right? Way more interesting than just a 

sentence. Well, a short video will get thousands of more views than a picture.  

 

If you have any type of NannyPod get together e.g. NannyPod Starbucks Coffee 

Meet Up, NannyPod Moms Wine Night, then take some quick 5 - 10 second videos 

with the NannyPod brand in it. Make sure you pan around, start with the 

NannyPod sign and end with it. Get a few of your sitters & moms to do a quick 

wave too in the middle. Then, upload it to your computer and save the file name as 

e.g. “NannyPod Sitters Coffee Meet Up April 2018”. 
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When you upload this short 5 - 10 second panoramic video to your social networks 

and Google, it will really help with your local search engine optimization. Also, 

people will see that NannyPod is a real local tangible service, run by you!! 

 

Tip: Keep videos to only 5-10 seconds! Wait 1 week to get all of the organic views 

you can, then boost the post.  

 

Extra Tip:  
Don’t forget to add the Hashtags e.g. #NannyPod # Starbucks #LadiesEvening 

or something similar!  
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Advanced Marketing Idea #5 - Label Pictures and Videos Before Uploading 

When you have media footage such as pictures or video, then post them without 

re-labeling the file, you just wasted your time!! It’s critical that you re-label 

files with the words NannyPod Sitters in it and a date e.g. “NannyPod Sitters 

Family Expo March 2018”. You can even add the location name too if you like. All 

of this will help when families Google your local NannyPod service. 
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Advanced Marketing Idea #6 - Hotels & Event Planners Should Know You 

NannyPod is a brand that people recognize immediately. People who come from 

out of town for weddings, family events, corporate events, all need reliable 

childcare from time to time... 

So, go visit every hotel concierge on a whim, say a few words that you help run 

NannyPod locally and drop off some NannyPod cards. Don’t forget to get their 

card too, especially their email address! Ask their permission to stay in touch. 

Next, get in touch with every event planner in your town and tell them NannyPod 

is up and running locally.  

Yes, that’s right, event planners and concierges usually know each other, this is 

not a coincidence!! They are the “go-to” people who are in the know. Hence, it’s 

important that they know you and that NannyPod is there for them.  

 

Trust us, this concept with hotels and event planners really works well! 

 

 

 

 

 

Advanced Marketing Idea #7 - Your Checklist 
Stick to our recommended marketing ideas checklist below. You can always do 

more marketing, and spend more, but be careful! An expensive marketing budget 
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can put you in the red quickly which we do not want, and neither do you! Make 

sure you pick and choose your marketing based on the Advanced Marketing Ideas 

in this guidebook.  

 

Top NannyPod Marketing Ideas for Success 

➢ Children’s Events 

➢ Family Festivals 

➢ Adult Only Events *Ask us for special discount coupons for local large 

events in your town 

➢ Parks 

➢ Social Networks (you need to become a Social Networks fiend!!) 

➢ Schools 

➢ Mom’s Groups 

➢ Hand out NannyPod flyers, magnets & t-shirts (Order here via VistaPrint!) 
➢ Monthly Starbucks Coffee Meet Up with Sitters & Families 

➢ Monthly Mom’s Wine Night (link up with a local wine rep if you can!) 

➢ Semi-annual Sitter event (e.g. Cheese & Wine, Grill Out, Brunch) 

 

 

 

Remember, NannyPod Clients Include  

● Families 

● Hotels 

● Resorts 
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● Vacation Rentals 

● Gyms and Leisure Centers 

● Wedding Planners 

● Event Planners 

● Corporates 

● Nanny Agencies  

● Physician's Practices, Clinics and Hospitals 

● Real Estate Agents & Relocation Companies 

 

 

 

 

*Use these lists to connect with people and grow your local NannyPod business! 

 

Tip: Stay away from doing TOO MUCH print advertising. Ever tried to click on a 

newspaper ad…? You can’t! NannyPod is a tech oriented firm, so stick with the 

e-marketing methods we list. If you want to do Print Advertising, run it by us first 

for pre-approval and a little extra oversight!  You are far better off following 

local events and hold the occasional pre-party / meet up at a local bar to connect 

with people who may need sitters!   
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Advanced Marketing Idea #8 - The Perfect Elevator Speech 

Everybody likes using a business or service where things are consistently good. So, 

ensure that you know all of the basic NannyPod advantages and bullet points for 

both families and sitters alike. 

 

NannyPod was built to be easy to use, and easy to understand. Every evening for 

the first 3 months, read the website cover to cover. It will soon be a part of your 

repertoire, and get your elevator speech down to science! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example Elevator Speeches  

 

- “What do you do?” 

- “Have you heard of NannyPod Sitters? It’s like Uber, but on-demand 

Babysitting. I help run it locally.” 

 

 

- “What do you do?” 

- “Have you heard of NannyPod Sitters? Parents can get sitters on-demand, 

using an app. I help run it locally here.” 
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- “What do you do?” 

- “Have you heard of NannyPod Sitters? It’s really cool technology for 

Babyitting. I help run it locally.” 

 

 

Tip: Memorize just one of the above speeches today! 
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Advanced Marketing Idea #9 - Ask Clients For Reviews & Referrals 
NannyPod is big on marketing from the inside out. There is nothing better than 

getting existing clients and sitters to refer new clients! And, there are no rules 

about asking very happy clients to turn you on to a few friends. 

If you receive compliments via email, be sure to respond quickly with a gracious 

thank you and ask them to put the review on Google or Facebook. Most people are 

happy to do so!! 
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Advanced Marketing Idea #10 - Use Technology and List Segmentation 

Using technology to your advantage as much as possible will save you time. Time is 

money, so the more efficient you are, the more revenue your business can 

ultimately bring in! 

 

 

 

 

Use Client Relationship Management (CRM) Software 

As you build your network of people, keep the lists of people categorized 

separately in a Google Sheet. You can then upload these people in separate 

categories to your client relationship management (CRM) software (e.g. ZohoCRM, 

SalesForce, CrowdSource). Anytime someone calls in, ensure that notes are made 

in your CRM. Then, send a short email from the CRM software. 

 

Use Email Marketing Software 

Upload these people in separate categories to your email marketing software too 

(e.g. Constant Contact). When the lists are segmented, you can create automated 

emails that go out to specific lists e.g. Event Planners a few months before 

wedding season, or Hotels a week before a big convention starts, or Moms before 

a Fashion Week Event. 
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Use Group Text Apps 

Send messages to all of your contacts instantly using Group Text App. This is a 

great way to keep people informed and market an event or party you are holding. 

Not too frequently… obviously! You don’t want to annoy people. 

 

 

REMEMBER 

The secret to the success of running a local NannyPod Sitter & Nanny business is 

combining technology with in-person interviews / approvals of all local sitters and 

families, and being visibly present within your community as “The NannyPod Local 

Area Manager”.  

 

Keep promoting this key concept, and your business will flourish. Good luck!!  
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